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Let X* (resp., XX* = X*\,(l); resp., X+) denote the free monoid (resp., 
semigroup; resp., commutative monoid) generated by the &rite set X. 
Throughout, Z (resp., N; resp., P), the set of integers (resp., nonnegative 
integers; resp., positive integers), will be considered as an additive group 
(resp., semigroup). Recall [2, 31 the 
DEFINITION. A semigroup S is repetitive iff for any R E P and morphism 
v : XX* -> S there cxistsL = L,(K) E P such that any wordf c X* of length 
1 f 1 3 L has at least one factorization f  = f  ‘gf” (f ‘, f” E X*) where g = 
g1iY2 "'gk (81 9g2 >***3 g, E XX*) with ygi x vga := ... = vgk or, as we shall 
say, where g is a K-power mod v. 
In [I], Evdokimov constructed an infinite sequence on an alphabet of 25 
letters without two consecutive segments containing the same number of 
each letter. This implies that N2a is not repetitive, letting N” denote the direct 
product of II copies of N. 
We prove here the 
THEOREM. A commutative semigroup A is repetitive i f f  it contains no 
subsemigroup isomorphic to the free commutative semigroup on two generators. 
According to [2], this statement can be considered as a generalization of 
van der Waerden’s theorem on arithmetic progressions. 
Proof of the “only if” part. WC shall construct arbitrary long words on 
the alphabet X = {x, y} containing as a factor no 5-power mod (Y where CL 
is the natural morphism: X* -+ X+. 
If W = xrxs ... x, (xi E X) is a word of X*, introduce the notation w[i, j] 
for the factor x~x~+~ ... xj (1 < i <j < n). 
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Inspired by [I], consider the morphism v : X* -+ X* given by 
qJx == xxxxy, 
Let g E XX” and f = yg. Suppose that f contains a 5-power mod OL, say 
fif2f3.f4f5 withf, = f Pu -I 1, C-, J. 
Let i, == 5r, + j,, 0 <j,, < 5 and let z, be the (Y, + I)-th letter of g 
(1 < u < 6). Write SW = p”z, and W, = S,[l, j,] (with W, == 1 ifj, = 0). 
Now consider the morphism 6 : X* + Z/32 = (0, I, 2) given by 0x = 1, 
Sy = 2, and write d,, = OW, . Remarking that t+x - +y = 0, WC have 
.lu+2 - ju+l = j,,, - ju (mod 5), 
d 
(I < 24 < 4). 
e-2 - d,,, -L d,,, - d, (mod 3), 
Jf.iu+l f iu , we go from jU to jU+r by some power of the cycle (0, 1,2,3,4). 
Simple verifications lead to impossibility. If all the j,,‘s are equal to some j, 
there are only four possibilities: j = 0, j = 1, j = 4, or all the z,‘s are equal. 
In all the cases, for 1 < u < 6, let i,’ = i, + t with t = -j if j #: 4, or 
t == 1 if j = 4, and fu' = f  [iu’ + 1, ik+J. Thus f ]IfL' ..* fs' is a 5-power 
mod c1 and, as i,’ = 0 (mod 5), we have fu’ = vgu , where the gU’s are 
consecutive factors of g. But then, the factor g,g, **. g, of g is a 5-power mod (Y. 
because avrn determines in a unique way am for any m E X*. 
Consequently, the iteration of h n+l = $zn , starting with h, = x, gives 
the result. 
Proof of Gze “if” part. It suffices to prove that any finitely generated 
commutative monoid such that there exists a nontrivial relation between any 
two generators is repetitive.l 
Consider B - (6, , 6, ,..., b,} and a congruence .J? in R+ generated by the 
relations & (1 < i < j < n): 
Yijbi + Yiibj N siibi + sjibi , 
where (yfj , yji) f (sij , sji) are in Ns. 
We assume n 3 2 minimal such that A = B+/Z is not repetitive and 
consider two casts: 
(1) Suppose that there exist an element of B, say 6, , f  E B,+, where 
Bl = B\(b,} and p, 4 EN with p < q such that 
f  + HI -f-t qb, (mod Q. 
’ For simplicity, we let aside the algebraic study of this type of monoids. 
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Let 0 be the congruence m B,+ generated by (rij 1 2 < i < j < n) and A 
be the congruence in Bf gencratcd by 0 together with the relation 
Let o (resp., 0, 8) he the natural morphisms associated with 2 (resp., 0, A). 
We remark that two elements off + Rt- :.= {f + g ! g E Lc+> are congruent 
modulo A iff they can be written f-kg + xB, and f -+ g’ f A+‘& , where 
g,g’ E B;I-, x, x’ E N with f $ g ,-f f g’ (mod 0) and x N N’ (mod Q), 
where Q is the congruence in N generated by p N q. Consequently, E === 
S(f + B ‘) is isomorphic to the direct product of 8(f + Br7) by the finite 
cyclic monoid N/Q. But B,+- is repetitive by the minimality of n and so is 
l?(f + ,?&+) as an homomorphic image of a subsemigroup. Thus E is repetitive 
by the first theorem of [3] and so is E’ = o(f + U-i,) because A Z 2‘. 
Now consider a morphism 9 : X” + A. We shall prove that an infinite 
sequence s == xlxsxs .** (i E P, xi E X) contains as a factor a k-power mod 9 
for arbitrary k. Choose a morphism $J : X* + B+ such that U#X = ~JJX 
(Vx E X). If there exists a proper subset B, of B such that &J E B,+ for some 
arbitrarily long factors g of s, we are finished because aB,+ is repetitive in 
view of the minimality of n. ‘l’hus we may assume that $g E f -1 B+ for every 
sufficiently long factor g of s. but then we may write s I= g,g,g, ..., where 
G = {gi j i E P> is a finite subset of XX* such that g;G CF. Then, we are 
finished because F is repetitive. 
(2) If we are not in the first case, let dii I= sii - rij (i f j, I < i,j < n) 
and z = sup{1 dii I}. WC have clij # 0. Define a morphism 6 : B-b -+ Z by 
It is easily seen that 2 C 0 where 0 is the congruence of 8. Moreover, the 
classes of A modulo the morphism Bo- l : A + Z have bounded cardinal 
numbers since any a E A can be written a = C”,:=, h,ab, , where A, EN, and 
for all U’S, except possibly one, A, < sup{yii , sij}. Since Z is repetitive [2] 
so is A by [3]. 
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